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Abstract—For patients who suffer from hand diseases, like
rheumatoid arthritis, simple tasks like holding a plastic coffee
cup or lifting a book are not self-evident. In order to study grip
patterns and compare grip patterns between people suffering
from hand diseases to those of healthy people, we developed
an instrument called the e-cone, which consists of a pressure
sensitive matrix wrapped around a cone shaped base which allows
visualisation of the grip force pattern in the form of an image.
The original e-cone used a commercially available pressure sensor
mat with a limited resolution which was not easy to attach to
curved objects (like the e-cone) and was expensive. Therefore,
we decided to develop our own pressure sensor mat using cheap
pressure sensitive material and flexible printed circuit boards.
The resulting sensor mat has a resolution of 64x64 sensor pixels,
higher than any commercially available sensor, can more easily
be attached to curved surfaces and allows acquisition of 15 fps
across a wireless interface.
Index Terms—pressure sensor matrix, e-cone, grip force

I. I NTRODUCTION
In our daily routine, we hardly realise the delecacy of a
simple act like holding a plastic coffee cup or lifting a book.
This requires precise coordination of the muscles in our hands
and an accurate tuning of the force in every finger in order not
to drop the object or to crush the coffee cup. For patients who
suffer from hand diseases, like rheumatoid arthritis [1], [3],
these actions are not self-evident. They often have a limited
range of motion and/or loss of muscle strength and suffer from
pain. The limited range of motion, loss of muscle strength
and fear of hurting themselves results in improper use of the
muscles: they either drop the plastic coffee cup or crush it.
Another example of the importance of the way people grasp
or hold objects is in sports e.g. the way a professional tennis
player holds the racket or a golf player his club is different
from how a beginner holds the objects.
In order to study grip patterns and compare grip patterns between people suffering from hand diseases to healthy people,
we developed an instrument called the e-cone [4]. It consists
of a pressure sensitive matrix wrapped around a cone shaped
base which allows visualisation of the grip force pattern in the
form of an image, see Figure 1.
The real-time feedback of the force in this form turned
out to be very useful to patients. The original e-cone used
a commercially available pressure sensor mat which suffers

Fig. 1. Hand grip force measurement using the e-cone

.

from a number of disadvantages. The resolution was limited
to 44x44 pixels, it was not easy to attach the sensor mat to
curved objects (like the e-cone), the connectors to the sensor
mat were impractical and the sensor mats were expensive.
Therefore, we decided to develop our own pressure sensor
mat using cheap pressure sensitive material and flexible printed
circuit boards. Unlike the original sensor matrix, we do not use
stripes of pressure sensitive material, but a a complete sheet
and decouple the individual sensor points using electronics.
We managed to create a sensor mat with a resolution of
64x64 sensor pixels and showed that higher resolutions are
still possible. Also we developed a controller based on a
Raspberry Pi Zero, which allows transmitting the pressure
images wirelessly to mobile phones and tablets. In the design
of the sensor, we took into account the placement of the
contacts and the fact that the sensor is to be attached to curved
objects.
In the remainder of this paper, first the basic operation
of the pressure sensor will be explained in section II. Next,
development of pressure sensors with resolutions ranging from
2x2 to 64x64 pixels will be described in section III. Then the
software design for reading the images from the sensor and
making them available through a web interface on a Raspberry
Pi Zero is described (section IV). In section V the operation
of the sensor is tested and measurements on the sensor are

presented. Finally, section VI presents conclusions.
II. P RESSURE SENSOR PRINCIPLES
A. Basics
The principle of the pressure sensor mat can be explained
using figure 2. We use a small 4 × 4 array to illustrate the
principle. The mat has three layers. On the top layer, we
have four electrode strips that are placed horizontally, and
on the bottom layer, there are four strips placed vertically.
There is a thin sheet of piezoresistive material between the two
layers. In such a construction, a resistive element exists at each
crossing point. The resistance of the element is sensitive to the
pressure. Thus, we can measure the resistance to indicate the
pressure. The resistance of the piezoresistive mat decreases
with increasing pressure.

that the resistance of the piezoresistive material decreases with
pressure and can decrease with a factor of 100-1000 relative
to the resistance with no pressure. Therefore, in our setup,
the magnitude of the output voltage should increase with the
pressure, because the output voltage is inverse proportional
to the sensor cell resistance R33 . The choice of Vtest and Rk
determines the sensitivity and range of the sensor. In order
to obtain a reasonable range for the output voltage, Rk is
typically chosen a factor 100-1000 smaller than the resistance
of the sensor cell with no pressure and approximately equal to
the resistance of the sensor cell at the maximum pressure to be
measured. The voltage at the negative input of the amplifier
will be very close to 0V if the amplification factor is high
enough. Therefore, we refer to it as Virtual Ground. By using
analog multiplexers we can scan the cells sequentially and
obtain the resistance of every single cell. In this way a pressure
map can be generated. The output of the amplifier is connected
to the input of an AD converter, which transfers the data to a
microcontroller.
B. Finite element modeling

Fig. 2. Sensor mat and measuring circuit

Each crossing point of the sensor array is referred to as one
sensor cell. To measure the resistance of each sensor cell, we
need an analog measuring circuit, shown in figure 2. The rows
of the sensor array are connected to a 4-to-1 analog switch, and
the columns are connected to four 1-to-2 analog switches. By
selecting a specific row and a column and connecting them into
a circuit, we can calculate the resistance of a specific sensor
cell. The selected column is the one which is connected to the
test voltage Vtest , other columns are connected to ground. The
selected row is the one which is connected to the input of the
amplifier, other rows are left open. In our circuit, Rs = R33
is the resistance of the selected cell. The output voltage of the
amplifier is inverse proportianal with R33 and is given by:
Vout = −Vtest

Rk
Rs +

Rk
A

+

Rs
A

≈ −Vtest

Rk
Rs

(1)

The approximation is a good approximation if the amplification factor A of the amplifier is high and its input resistance
Ri is high as well. Typically, for operational amplifiers, A >
100 000 and Ri > 1MΩ. In [2] and elsewhere it is reported

In figure 2, we assume the current only flows through the
sensor cell we selected. Other cells should have no influence
on the behavior of the selected one. But there does exist
other paths for the current. In order to figure out what exactly
happens when the current goes through the sensor array, we
performed some simulations. At first, we made a model with
only two cells to check whether the current will follow the
correct path. As shown in figure 3, the model contains three
layers. Two electrode strips lie horizontally on the top layer.
One electrode that represents the selected column is set to
Vtest = 5 Volts and the other is set to ground. The bottom
layer is an electrode, which represents the selected row. It has
been set to the virtual ground, the same as the negative input
of the amplifier. The inner layer is the resistive material with
an electric resistivity of 5000 Ω · m, which is a typical value
for this type of material.

Fig. 3. Sensor model with two cells

Figure 4 shows the calculated current density using the finite
element simulation. We can see that current only flows through
the selected cell and not to the Ground in the other cell. The
resistance between the test voltage and the virtual ground is
much smaller than between the test voltage and the ground,
because the thickness of the piezoresistive material is much
smaller than the electrode spacing. A similar behaviour results
if pressure is applied and the resistivity drops, only the current
density will increase.
If the area of a cell and the spacing between the electrodes
and the thickness of the piezoresistive material are much

Fig. 4. Current density of 2x1 sensor

closer, leakage of current to the electrode connected to the
groud does occur as is shown in the simulation result in figure
5. Since a typical conductive sheet is less than 0.1 mm and the
area of a cell wil be relatively large, it should not be a problem
to reduce area and spacing of cells to 0.5 mm. Simulations
show that leakage to neighbouring electrodes in this case are
negligible.

Fig. 6. Cross-talk between cells in a row (horizontal)

to leak and the voltage at the input of the amplifier to drop
and hence the measured output voltage. If we represent the
resulting resistance of all the parallel alternative paths in the
sensor grid by RL and the resistance of the selected sensor
cell by Rs , then the schematic in figure 7 results.

Rk
Vtest

Rs
Vout

RL

Fig. 5. Current density of 2x1 sensor with electrode spacing comparable to
the thickness of the piezoresistive material.

Fig. 7. Schematic for calculation of cross-talk: Rs is the resistance of the
selected sensor cell, RL is the resistance of neighbouring cells causing leakage
current

The output voltage is now given by:
C. Cross-talk between sensor cells
In the previous paragraph, we saw the influence of the
neighbouring sensor cells through the piezoresistive material
is negligible. However, there is another way that cross-talk can
occur. If multiple sensor cells in a row are pressed at the same
time, other paths for the current to the amplifier can result. As
an example, consider figure 6. Sensor cell A is selected for
readout in this case. Now suppose also sensor cell B on the
same row is pressed and sensor cell C on a neighbouring row.
In that case an alternative path for the current from VCC is
possible, namely through the horizontal electrode in Row 2
to sensor cell B, from B to the electrode in Column 1, then
through sensor cell C to the electrode in Row 1 and through
this electrode to the ground. Because electrode A is connected
to virtual ground, the leakage current will be very low and only
have a small impact on the measured resistance at sensor cell
A.
In a high resolution sensor, however, many alternative paths
for the current may be present causing part of the current
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Now normally, when the amplification factor A is suffiRk
ciently high, we can ignore the term AR
which again results
L
in equation 1. However, in extreme cases, where many sensor
cells are pressed very hard, the resulting RL due to the many
paths could become so small that this may impact the resulting
output voltage. E.g. suppose that a large area of 1000 sensor
cells is pressed so hard that the resistance in those cells is
1000 times lower than the selected sensor cell for readout.
Because there are 1000 alternative paths, the resulting leakage
resistance is another 1000 times as low, so:
RL =

Rs
= 10−6 Rs
1000 · 1000

Let’s assume that A = 100 000 = 105 and Rk = 0.01Rs .
In that case equation 2 results in:

Vout ≈ −Vtest
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= −Vtest
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Rk
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5 ·10−6 R + 1)
s
10
s
L
−0.009 · Vtest

whereas using equation 1 would have resulted in an output
voltage of −0.01 · Vtest . In this case we measure approximately
a 10% lower output voltage. In most cases, extreme pressure
will not often be applied to the sensor and we may safely
neglect the possibility of cross-talk.

Fig. 10. 8x8 pressure sensor

III. D EVELOPMENT OF PRESSURE SENSORS
The piezoresistive material, see figure 8, also known as
”Velostat” or ”Linqstat”, can be obtained for a few euros per
sheet of about 30x30 cm. The material we used was 0.1 mm
thick and had a resistivity of 500 Ω · m.

Fig. 11. 8x8 pressure sensor with resulting pressure image

Fig. 8. Sheet of piezoresistive material

First, we built a 2x2 sensor to obtain some experience
with the material, see figure 9. The electrodes were made of
stripes of copper foil. We tested the operation of the sensor
by pressing each of the individual cells and measuring the
voltage using the circuit in 2. Only the voltage of the pressed
cell increased, so it was operating as expected.

Fig. 9. 2x2 pressure sensor

Next we built an 8x8 sensor as shown in figure 10. This
time, we also realised the multiplexers and an Arduino microcontroller was used to control the sequential read out of all
cells and convert the data into an image.
We again verified the proper operation of the sensor and
found that it operated as expected, showed good sensitivity to
pressure of fingers on the sensor and there was no observable
cross-talk to other cells.

In figure 11, it can be seen that we can register the pressure
by two fingers on the sensor.
The maximum resolution of commercially available sensors
at the time of our research was 44×44. Therefore, we decided
to attempt to develop a sensor with a higher resolution. We
chose a resolution of 64 × 64 and the width of and the spacing
between the electrodes was set to 0.8 mm, resulting in a sensor
mat of about 10 × 10 cm. The electrodes were created on flexible Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) with integrated connectors
and manufactured in China. Because this sensor is much larger
than the 8 × 8 sensor, a more powerful microcontroller was
used: the Raspberry Pi Zero. In addition, this microcontroller
includes WIFI, thus wireless transfer of the pressure images
to other devices becomes possible. The multiplexer we choose
is ADG739. It is a CMOS analog matrix switch with dual 4channel. It has an 8-bit shift register to control the states of
the 8 switches. The maximum switch speed can reach 30MHz.
For the rows of the sensor, we need to connect one of the 64
rows to the input of the amplifier and keep the others. That is
one switch for one row. Thus, 8 multiplexers are needed for
the rows. For the columns, we need to connect each column
either to Vtest or ground. That is two switches for one column.
16 multiplexers are needed for the columns. The output of
the shift register can be connected to the input of register
of the next one, which makes it possible to have a number
of these multiplexers daisy- chained. Using the SPI protocol,
we can easily control the states of each switch by shifting
8 bytes for rows and 16 bytes for columns. The ADC we
use has a resolution of 16-bit. The external clock cycle ranges
between 24kHz and 2.4MHz. The maximum throughput rate is
100KHz. The ADC can also be controlled with SPI, which can
be shared with multiplexers. The complete sensor including
electronics and microcontroller is shown in figure 12.
To scan all cells in the sensor, each time a column is selected

TABLE I
C OLOUR MAPPING OF ADC READOUTS

Fig. 12. 64x64 pressure sensor with control electronics

and then the rows are selected using the shift registers. The
data are passed to the amplifier and the ADC and transferred to
the microcontroller. We were able to realise a frame time of 60
ms or 15 frames per second with the chosen setup and ADC.
Figure 13 shows the 64 × 64 sensor in use with corresponsing
pressure image.

Fig. 14. Overview of the software

Fig. 13. Pressure sensor with 64x64 points resolution

In figure 13, the measured values in the pressure image have
been mapped to colours to improve visibility. Black and blue
mean little pressure, whereas red means high pressure. The
mapping is provided in table I.
IV. S OFTWARE DESIGN
The overall operation of the software is illustrated in Figure 14. First, the C program sends signals to the GPIO of
Raspberry Pi to control the states of multiplexers by using the
WiringPi library, which is a pin based GPIO access library
written in C for Raspberry Pi. Also, IO signals read from the
ADC can be captured. The captured sensor readout signals

are represented as an image in memory. FreeImage, a library
for processing images, formats, is used to convert the images.
Those images are sent to the 8080 port of the processor in a
stream by using mjpg-streamer. Mjpg-streamer is a command
line application that copies JPEG frames from one or more
input plugins to multiple output plugins. The pre-installed web
server reads the image stream by accessing the 8080 port.
Then, a web page is built up with the image shown on it.
We can access the web page from any device that has a web
browser. In order to make the sampling process controllable
from the client interface, on the server side we use a PHP
program to react to the request from the web page. This PHP
program can call system commands to control the running
state of the sampling process.
Figure 15 shows a pressure image as shown in the webbrowser of a mobile phone.

Fig. 15. Pressure image on a mobile phone

Fig. 16. Relation between applied pressure and sensor readout

V. E XPERIMENTS
In order to further analyse the operation and properties of
the sensor, we performed two experiments. The aim of the
first experiment is to determine the relation between applied
pressure and sensor readout. The second experiment is aimed
at determining the cross-talk between sensor cells, i.e. the
influence of pressure on one sensor cell on the readout of
neighbouring cells.
A. Relation pressure and sensor readout
In order to determine the relation between applied pressure
and the sensor readout, we created a container for weights
with a contact area A of 1.0cm2 = 1.0 · 10−4 m2 . We had a
total of 24 copper weights available each with a weight of 78
grams = 78 · 10−3 kg. This means that every weight adds a
pressure of:
g
78 · 10−3
=
= 0.078 · 104 kg/m2
A
1 · 10−4
The maximum pressure is:

applied by human fingers. The sensitivety can be increased
by choosing a higher Vtest , but the relation between measured
voltage and applied pressure will deviate more from a linear
relation.
B. Cross-talk between sensor cells
We only investigated the cross-talk between sensor cells in
a qualitative way. First we pressed the sensor using two fingers
with moderate preasure. Next while keeping the pressure the
same on the right side we pressed the sensor on the left side
with as large a force as we could manage. If the prediction
of equation 2 is valid, then a reduction of measured output
voltage may be observable. The results of the experiment are
shown in figure 17.

P =

Pmax = 24 · 0.078 · 104 = 1.87 · 104 kg/m2
The measured readout will also depend on the value of
Vtest and Rk . In this experiment we fixed Rk and varied Vtest .
We averaged the measured readouts of all sensor cells in the
contact area of the container and the sensor. The averaged
measured readout for a range of values of Vtest are plotted in
a graph shown in figure 16.
The range of the ADC is 0-65535, so the maximum readout
is 6.55 · 104 on the vertical axis. From the graph we can
observe that the readout (the measured voltage) increases with
the applied pressure. Furthermore, we see that for low values
of Vtest the relation between applied pressure and measured
voltage is nearly linear. For higher Vtest the measured voltage
saturates at the maximum value of the ADC. This means
that the sensor can very well be used to measure pressure

Fig. 17. Cross-talk across rows. Top: two fingers with moderate pressure;
bottom: by pressing very hard on the left side, the measured voltage on the
right side decreased

In the top image both fingers are pressed with moderate
force. In the image at the bottom, the left finger is pressed
really hard as can be seen by the colour that changed to red
(it is actually beyond the range that the ADC can register). The
result is that the measured voltage of the pressure on the right
is somewhat decreased even though the force was kept the
same. However, this effect is only clearly observable if extreme
pressure is applied over a relatively large area. Therefore, for
normal use we can safely ignore this cross-talk effect.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The aim of this research was to develop a pressure sensor
mat with a high resolution that can be used to analyse human
grip patterns. Commercially available sensors have a limited
resolution, are expensive and the connectors are not convenient
for our purposes (wrapping around a cone). Using cheap
piezoresistive material we developed a sensor with a resolution
of 64x64 sensor elements, higher than any commercially
available sensor. A Raspberry Pi zero microcontroller was used
in combination with analog switches to read the individual
sensor cells and represent the measurements in the form of a
pressure image. We were able to acquire up to 15 frames per
second. In addition we implemented a wifi-stack and a simple
web-interface, so that the image can be displayed wirelessly
on any device with wifi and a web-browser.
With the resulting sensor we were able to measure pressure
in a range that covers the pressure exerted by a human hand
well. Furthermore, cross-talk between the sensor cells was
only observed when extreme forces were applied over a large
area of the sensor. For normal use cross-talk can be neglected.
The sensor can be built for a fraction of the cost of commercial
sensors and, since we designed the layout ourselves, the
connectors can be placed in a more convenient way.
Finally, we believe that the techniques we applied can be
used to develop sensors with even higher resolution, but in
that case we may have to further improve the electronics in
order to be able to realise a sufficently high frame rate and
limit the cross-talk between sensor cells.
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